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“Peace is a gift, it is a gift we give to ourselves, and then to each other.” 
Richard Goode Founder 

"2 Billion Voices for Peace" project, Australia 
 

In every child is a story written in a wish list, sent in the North Pole and being read by 
Old Saint Nicholas, processed in a “good-o-meter” to tell whether you’re naughty or nice then 
ka-boom! If you’re lucky enough to be nice you’ll receive tons of goodies this holiday season. 
This futile bed time story for kids is direly unimaginable of the existence of Santa Claus and his 
toy factory located at North Pole. Gifts are probably the number one source of joy for kids during 
the long holiday season. Apparently, if a kind-hearted child would just simply inked his paper 
and tried writing – “I WANT WORLD PEACE!” – Instead of yelling it along the streets, perhaps 
a total sense of tranquility surpass Mother Earth today and mankind won’t be waiting until 2012 
approaches and catalyze the Earth. 
 

World Peace became the fiery topic of every tongue in the horizons of the world. From 
simple talks of kids along the playground up to the expedition of searching a “New Living 
Planet” to dwell in. One Indian politician by the name of Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit once said that, 
“the more we sweat in peace the less we bleed in war.” Thus, this woman is absolutely right. See 
what happened between South and North Korea. If Koreans just know how to take pride in a 
momentum definitely they will become a single state. No pain, no worries, no large death cases 
brought by war. In every sides of the Earth, chasm became the stronghold which yielded massive 
arms race, nuclear fission wars, human trafficking, child pornography, death and even 
destruction of our only planet. Such are the branches of misfortunes as related to Pandora’s Box 
legend. 
 

Time can’t wait until one has to sacrifice his life for the sake of humanity in achieving 
global world peace. Peace is actually the total freedom of the mind from annoyance, distraction, 
anxiety, an obsession. In other words, self peace is an obligation in attaining global serenity. Let 
us not wait and hope of that child to write his wish this Christmas and sent to Mr. Santa Claus 
but let us start the change in attaining the “World Peace” everyone is direly searching for. It 
takes a single step to start a long journey, without that step we cannot fulfill and satisfy our 
dreams and aspirations. Start to inspire others and influence them in a better way for the 
impending generation to enjoy and nurture the legacy of the present. 
 


